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Abstract
Sentiment analysis and opinion mining are the tasks of identifying positive or negative opinions
and emotions from pieces of text. The SentiWordNet (SWN) plays an important role in extracting
opinions from texts. It is a publicly available sentiment measuring tool used in sentiment
classification and opinion mining. We firstly discuss the development of the English SWN for
versions 1.0 and 3.0. This is to provide the basis for developing an equivalent SWN for the Arabic
language through a mapping to the latest version of the English SWN 3.0. We also discuss the
construction of an annotated sentiment corpus for Arabic and its relationship to the Arabic SWN.
Keywords: Opinion Mining, Sentiment Analysis, WordNet, SentiWordNet, Arabic.

1. INTRODUCTION
Text mining involves the automated extraction of information from texts, often from large volumes
of texts. An area of growing interest within text mining is opinion mining, which involves assessing
whether a text is objective or subjective, and, if it is subjective, whether it is positive or negative
[1, 2, 3, 4]. This is relevant to many tasks such as determining public opinion about a particular
product, or tracking movements in public opinion in relation to questions of public policy. It
involves both determining the polarity of a text (if any) and the strength of the text polarity. Texts
may be weakly, mildly or strongly positive or negative and these differences can be highly
relevant to the conclusions that can be drawn from the analysis.
Given the intrinsically subjective nature of opinions, assessing the quality of the results generated
by any tool raises particular difficulties [1, 5].
This paper sheds light on the development of SentiWordNet (SWN) 1.0 and 3.0, a publicly
available resource used in sentiment classification and opinion mining [1], and describes and
compares the effectiveness of the English versions. SWN is an evolving resource that maps to
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consecutive versions of WordNet
(disambiguate) the multiple senses
may have multiple senses and vary
glossed (explained), and it should
disambiguated in the original WN.
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(WN) [15] — a resource consisting of synsets that list
of words which are often ambiguous. This means that they
in meaning by context. These disambiguated words are then
be noted that the words in the gloss are not themselves

SWN can also be applied across different languages but, as it maps to WN, it requires an
appropriate version of WN for the language in question.
In the case of Arabic, this requires the development of an Arabic version of WN 3.0 that is then
mapped to the English WN 3.0. In the absence of this, the development of sentiment analysis for
Arabic texts will fall behind in one of the most promising areas for text mining. What is more, the
existing Arabic WN 2.0 does not contain an extensive range of synsets and this inadequacy
needs to be addressed rapidly. Based on this fact, this paper contributes toward presenting an
Arabic SWN in relation to the latest version of the English SWN 3.0, taking into account
upgrading the Arabic WN 2.0 to version 3.0.
Section 2 gives a brief summary of lexicons that are available for sentiment. Section 3 draws a
brief history of SWN and discusses the English versions 1.0 and 3.0. Section 4 then outlines the
preparatory steps that need to be taken to develop a version of SWN to support analysis of
Arabic texts, and includes a discussion of the mapping process between the English and the
Arabic versions. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, future directions are briefly considered
in the conclusion, section 6.

2. BACKGROUND
Numerous lexicons are available for sentiment analysis. There can be low or quite significant
degrees of disagreement among them. It is possible to intentionally use such contrasts in solving
conflicts or, alternatively, they may be accepted to be genuine areas of uncertainty.
WordNet may be utilised to determine useful lexicons from small seed sets, including in cases
where the differences are not clearly encoded within WordNet.
One of the key benefits of lexical induction is the ability to include domain-specific effects. Table 1
summarises a number of lexicons and their characteristics.
Lexicons

Brief Descriptions

SentiWordNet [1, 5, 15]

SentiWordNet assigns positive or negative numerical sentiment
values to WordNet synsets. It is available for free as long as it is not
used for financial gain, with business users required to seek a
license.
It provides for spelling errors, morphological variation, vernacular
and internet terminology.
The Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) Subjectivity
Lexicon is distributed under the GNU Public License.
The Harvard General Inquirer is a lexicon which assigns syntactic,
semantic as well as practical data to part-of-speech tagged words.
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Counts (LIWC) is a proprietary database
of classified common terms. It is priced at $90 and has categories
which are very close to the ones in the Harvard General Inquirer.

Liu's Opinion Lexicon
[22, 23]
MPQA Subjectivity
Lexicon [24]
Harvard General
Inquirer [25]
LIWC [26]

TABLE 1: Summary of number of lexicons and their characteristics.

1
Synsets are sets of "senses" for a word that clarify the particular sense in which it can be used. The words that clarify
each sense are called the "gloss".
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The aforementioned lexicons have only basic divergence in categorisation. They possess word
banks that are not the same and, thus, can only be contrasted to a limited extent.
For the purposes of this paper, we have chosen SentiWordNet as a sentiment lexicon for our
work, to build an Arabic version of this lexicon, as will be discussed later.

3. SENTIWORDNET: BRIEF HISTORY
Researchers have attempted to develop systems to automatically label words that indicate
opinions as being either positive or negative [6,7,8]. The prior and related question of whether a
word is in fact a marker of opinion or not, whether it is subjective or objective, has received less
attention [9]. Early attempts involved labelling words without making distinctions between the
different senses in which a word may be used, with the result that the word rather than its sense
is classified. This has limitations as the same word very often has multiple senses and any
system that fails to capture these variations in meaning is severely restricted in functionality and
reliability.

2.1

SentiWordNet 1.0

Esuli and Sebastiani [1] attempted to address this limitation by developing a resource, SWN
(version 1.0), that goes beyond simply listing and classifying a word to classify the sense in
which it is being used. That is, one word may — and usually does — have multiple senses. In
the WN world, such multiple senses for a word are called synsets.
In SWN 1.0, Esuli and Sebastiani augmented each WN synset by assigning a numerical score
in three categories: Obj (Objective), Pos (Positive) and Neg (Negative). These mean that a
synset is assessed as being either objective or subjective, and, within the subjective category
either positive or negative. As this scheme is applied to synsets, it addresses the issue that the
same word may have different senses that have different opinion-related properties.
The sum of the three scores is always 1.0. This allows the score to reflect the fact that a synset
may have opinion-related properties to a certain degree. An example given by Esuli and
Sebastiani is the synset [estimable (3)] with the sense “may be computed or estimated”. This
has an Obj score of 1.0, and Pos and Neg scores of 0.0. This indicates that the sense is clearly
classified as non-subjective. In contrast, the synset [estimable (1)] with the sense (gloss)
“deserving of respect or high regard” has a Pos score of 0.75, a Neg score of 0.0 and an Obj
score of 0.25.
In effect, this method allows senses to be classified as having multiple aspects to varying
degrees. This idea was originally introduced by Kim and Hovy [8], but Esuli and Sebastiani’s
SWN gives it functionality. They argue that the application of tools that grade opinion-related
properties will play an important role in the future of text mining.

2.2

SentiWordNet 3.0

SWN 3.0 is a development of SWN 1.0 [5]. The intermediate development stages SWN 1.1 [11]
and SWN 2.0 [12] were primarily for internal use of the developers and it is standard to compare
SWN 3.0 directly with its public predecessor SWN 1.0. There are three primary differences
between SWN versions 1.0 and 3.0:
a) Version 3 was developed as an annotation of WN 3.0 whereas version 1 applied to WN 2.0.
This amounts to an updating of the resource, and has implications when it comes to
comparing the accuracy of version 3.0 with version 1.0.
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b) The main difference and the most important one for improving the accuracy of the resource
is that an additional analytical stage is added after the semi-supervised learning stage
associated with SWN 1.0. This is an iterative random-walk step that is carried out on the
result of the semi-supervised learning algorithm.
c) In SWN 1.0, the glosses from WN 2.0 are used in the training stage, not the synsets
themselves, with the result that the classifier is a gloss classifier rather than a synset
classifier. In SWN 1.0, the gloss is a non-disambiguated collection of words. Esuli and
Sebastiani call this a “bag of words” approach, where no attempt is made to determine the
sense of the words (to disambiguate them). They are simply given a frequency-weighted
score. This is different from SWN 3.0, where the development of the random-walk step
requires the gloss to be disambiguated: in other words, to yield a further collection of
synsets. Thus, in contrast to SWN 1.0, SWN 3.0 construction uses a “bag of synsets”
approach.
A. Random-Walk step: The Concept
This step makes an assumption about relationships between words. The definiens (the words
defining the word in question) is in a binary relationship with the definiendum (the word being
defined). The assumption that underlies the random-walk step is that a direct link can be posited
between synset 1 (S1) and synset 2 (S2), if and only if S1 occurs in the definiens of synset 2.
The idea underlying this assumption is that if many words in the definiens are positive (or
negative) then it is plausible that the definiendum is positive (or negative) too. This assumption
allows positivity (or negativity) to, in the words of Baccianella et al. [5], “flow through the graph
from the words used in the definitions to the words being defined.”
B. Difficulty in implementing the random-walk step
A major issue is that, in WN, although the definiendum is a synset, the words used in the
glosses are not. That is, the definiendum is disambiguated (different senses of the word are
separated out), whereas the words in the definiens are non-disambiguated (the sense in which
the word is being used is not made clear). This is not suitable for the random-walk step, which
implies links between the words in both definiens and definiendum. For this to work, the glosses
themselves must consist of a string of synsets (disambiguated words).
2
In the case of SWN 3.0, the Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus was used to achieve this. This
contains manually disambiguated glosses for WN 3.0.
C. Assessment of SentiWordNet 3.0 Including the Random-Walk step, in relation to
SentiWordNet 1.0
Baccianella et al. assessed whether the addition of the random-walk step improves or reduces
the accuracy of the results delivered by SWN 3.0 in comparison with SWN 1.0, which lacked
this element. Both SWNs were assessed using a small manually annotated subset of WN which
was then compared with the automatic annotations of the same synsets by the respective
versions of SWN.
The methodology used in their assessment is described below. There are two main difficulties
that the methodology had to address:
a) How to create an “objective” criterion or “gold standard” against which the results of the
SWN can be compared.
b) How to make an assessment that has validity across different versions of WN.
SWN 1.0 was evaluated on Micro-WN (Op) [16] which consists of 1,105 synsets of WN 2.0 that
were manually annotated for sentiment by 5 people. The methodology involved the 5 annotators
2

http://wordnet.princeton.edu/glosstag.shtml
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working together to develop a common assessment understanding, and then working
individually to increase speed. All synsets were rated by more than one annotator and results
averaged. As with SWN 1.0 itself, they scored for Pos, Neg and Obj with a rating that added up
to 1.0. The manual results can then be compared with SWN 1.0.
The difficulty with applying the same method to an assessment of SWN 3.0 is that SWN 3.0
applies to WN 3.0, which has different synsets from WN 2.0. To make a meaningful assessment
of relative accuracy, the synsets that were manually assessed in WN 2.0 must first be mapped
across to WN 3.0.
Baccianella et al. acknowledge the limitations of this process. They used three tools that were
applied consecutively, with a later tool only being used where an earlier one failed to produce a
result. The three tools are:
a) WN sense mappings (nouns and verbs only).
b) Synset word matching (if a synset contains the same words in Micro-WN(Op) and WN 3.0,
and uniquely so, then they are considered to describe the same concept).
c) Gloss similarity (the greatest similarity between glosses determines the most likely
equivalence of sense). They examined some results manually and found them to be
satisfactory, but recognise that the results of the mapping process have not been completely
checked for correctness: this would imply a complete search of WN 3.0 synsets of the same
polarity to find the best match for each word in Micro-WN(Op).
D. Issues concerning SentiWordNet 3.0
The matching process allows the results of SWN 1.0 and SWN 3.0 to be compared. The
rankings for Positivity and Negativity between SWM 1.0 and SWN 3.0 that were in complete
agreement with the manual ranking would have a value of 0, complete disagreement a value of
1. Thus, the lower the value, the greater the agreement.
SWN 3.0 appears significantly more reliable than version 1.0 with a 19.48% increase in ranking
by positivity and 21.96% by negativity. Even given the qualifications that were discussed above,
this appears to be a marked improvement.
Important issues are raised by the development of SWN 3.0:
a) It is difficult to establish a gold standard against which to measure the effectiveness of an
opinion mining resource. This becomes an even greater problem as the development of the
target resource (WN) changes. Comparisons are difficult and likely to become more so.
b) SWN 3.0 has evolved by an additive process, adding steps. There is room for debate
whether future development will be best achieved by continuing the same process — adding
steps that refine the results further — or by revisiting and refining some existing steps.

4. GENERATING ARABIC SENTIWORDNET
Arabic is a widely used language that has both economic and political importance. It is
natural that tools that enable sentiments in Arabic texts to be extracted and assessed are of
great interest. Existing development work has been focused on developing for Arabic the
equivalent of the resources that exist for English. By adding sentiment information to the
Arabic WN to generate the Arabic SWN, we have improved the set of WN-based resources
for the benefit of researchers in Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP). This has the
potential to enable future opinion mining tools to be developed directly for Arabic texts.
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The key initial requirement for the application of SWN to Arabic is a version of WN on which it
3
can operate. There is an existing Arabic version of WN 2.0 [13, 14] — Arabic WN 2.0 , but
not of WN 3.0.
Therefore, we built the database for Arabic SWN taking into account all the preparation levels
shown in Figure 1:
a) The Arabic WN 2.0 database was upgraded to version 3.0 by mapping to the latest
English WN 3.0 database.
b) The English SWN 3.0 database was also mapped to the new version of the Arabic WN
3.0 database.
c) All fields in our new database — Arabic WN 3.0 — were checked and revised with the
English SWN 3.0, and then only the fields that existed in the English version (which
express sentiments) were kept in the Arabic version to give us the Arabic SWN, with the
rest deleted.
Through this mapping, an Arabic SWN database was generated. However, it contains fewer
words and there is still a need to translate all the other fields that exist in the English version.
Thus, the total number of words existing in the Arabic SWN is around 10,000, which includes
verbs, adjectives, adverbs and nouns.
3.1 Approaches for using the Arabic SWN
Two different approaches can be used for developing the Arabic SWN:
a) Using the database we built as a multi-lingual setup to be applied to both English and
Arabic contexts.
b) Having all synsets in the English version translated into the Arabic version – which is
the approach we used in our work.

Level 1

Arabic
WordNet 2.0

Level 2

Arabic
WordNet 3.0

Level 3

Mapped to

Mapped to

English
WordNet 3.0

English
SentiWordNet 3.0

Arabic
SentiWordNet

FIGURE 1: Preparation step for generating Arabic SWN.

3
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3.2 The AWN-WordNet Mappings
When the AWN was constructed, each of its synsets was mapped to Princeton WordNet
(for English) Version 2.0 despite two more recent versions of Princeton WordNet being
released while the AWN was under construction. However, SentiWordNet provides
additional annotations on WordNet version 3.0, so it was necessary to update the Arabic
to English mapping to WordNet 3.0. This was done using the mapping from WordNet
2.0 to 3.0 available from http://nlp.lsi.upc.edu, which was constructed automatically using
the procedure described in [30]. The mappings give a unique WN3.0 synset ID for 99.7%
of WN2.0 adverb synsets, 98.77% of adjective synsets, 99.39% of noun synsets and
98.92% of verb synsets. Of the ambiguously mapped WN2.0 synsets, a majority have no
AWN linkage, but some remained to be verified manually.
3.3 Methodology
Several research studies have been done on opinion mining and sentiment analysis
using reviews and movies as their datasets, either in English or Arabic [20, 27, 28, 29].
For the purpose of our research, to generate a new corpus for Arabic sentiment analysis,
the data was generated from Arabic social media in the form of technology blogs (2,350
sentences). Technology blogs provide various challenges:
a) Use of a foreign language (English in our case) for names of technologies,
companies, software or programs.
b) Transliterations within the texts.
c) Difficulty of recognizing opinions and sentiments expressed to show users’ opinions
towards these technologies and companies.
One of the purposes of building this corpus is to evaluate the sentiment coverage of the
Arabic SWN. Our corpus construction methodology involves the manual detection of
sentiments via manual annotation, which was carried out according to our annotation
guidelines, which were:
a) Determine positive or negative words about companies.
b) Determine positive or negative words about technologies, products or systems.
c) For each sentence, each sentiment word should be detected as positive or negative
and then determination is made whether the whole sentence is positive or negative.
Finally, the annotated sentiment words are compared with the words that exist in the
Arabic SWN for the evaluation step (section 3.4). Tables 3 and 4 show some Arabic
examples of the sentiment annotation tasks about companies and technologies, products
or systems, respectively (note: all examples are translated into English for ease of
understanding):

Companies
A positive sentence
A negative sentence
 ة آ ة  ا  ك   ها ا   وا ي
ك# م ا#&ی ﻥ#) " *ی+ *,  أ ﺕ:"! #آ
.  !
A big step from Facebook to provide this
store, which will succeed easily.

Kaspersky: Apple is not serious about
protecting the Mac system.

TABLE 3: Examples of the sentiment annotation tasks about companies.
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Technologies, products or systems
A positive sentence
A negative sentence
."/0 **ی1 *ام * ر!ی3  ا4)أ
#ً3 6ﻥ*روی* *أ ی7م ا#& ﻥ, 8  أرى أن#ً 63;
.#ً< =و
I love using foursquare to determine my
location.

Personally, I think the future of Android is
becoming scary and unsecure.

TABLE 4: examples of the sentiment annotation tasks about technologies, products or systems

3.4 Discussion of Annotation Results
It was found that 31% of sentences were annotated with negative sentiment and 64%
with positive. The inter-annotator agreement (IAA) is shown in figure 2.

FIGURE 2: The Inter-annotator agreement (IAA) and average agreement (Kappa statistic)

Three annotators were involved and the Kappa statistic was used to calculate IAA for
each sentence: the overall result obtained was 0.45 which is considered as "moderate
agreement" [17].
We intend to improve on this result by adopting a cyclic annotation approach. However,
we must first establish the sentiment coverage of the Arabic SWN. We therefore carried
out an evaluation step to check which annotated sentiment words occur in the Arabic
SWN. We already know that the Arabic SWN includes fewer synsets than English SWN.
It was established that around 5% of annotated sentiment words did not occur in the
Arabic SWN. This result is clearly influenced by the size and nature of our corpus.
However, taken together with the difference in the number of synsets between Arabic
SWN and the English SWN, it is evident that we must expand the coverage of Arabic
SWN. Returning to our cyclic annotation approach we plan to speed up and improve
annotation by incorporating automatic look up of Arabic SWN to tag recognised sentiment
words for validation by the annotators, which will reduce the annotation burden. We will
though firstly translate the missing synsets in Arabic SWN from English SWN. As this is a
translation exercise it is to be expected that there will be Arabic specific sentiment
synsets that will be still missing. Some of these may be added from our corpus, once we
are able to determine the complete coverage of the Arabic SWN augmented by the
translated synsets.

5. Related Work
Due to the lack of an existing SentiWordNet lexicon for the Arabic language, several research
studies on opinion mining and sentiment analysis for Arabic have used lists of sentiment words to
cover their research needs [18, 19, 20]. Recently, a study done by Abdul-Mageed and Diab [21]
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focussed on expanding a polarity lexicon of Modern Standard Arabic built manually by leveraging
various existing polarity lexica for English. The utility of their expanded lexicon was not tested and
moreover they focussed on adjectives.
Unfortunately, a comparison cannot be made between our Arabic SWN and previous systems
because they have not yet been made available; furthermore, our database links to the original
Arabic WordNet which is not the case for other previous systems.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
SWN has proved to be an effective tool for opinion mining and sentiment classification, and the
improvement in effectiveness that has been achieved between versions 1.0 and 3.0 gives
grounds for optimism that it provides a tool with further developmental possibilities. That is, it is
flexible enough to accommodate both additional refining steps and new work on the existing
steps.
In this paper, we reported efforts to generate an Arabic SWN database in relation to the English
SWN 3.0. There is however a need to increase the number of words in our Arabic SWN. We plan
also to refine further the annotation of our corpus to achieve a higher IAA score, especially as we
plan to use this corpus for research purposes in Arabic sentiment analysis. The ranking process
for positivity and negativity is another step to be taken in the near future. All these limitations
above need to be resolved in future to enhance the final version of our Arabic SWN which will be
made publicly available.
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